Laerskool Generaal Nicolaas Smit
Grade RR Homework – Week 8 (28/09-02/10)
Mathematics:
 Length

o

0)

Compare and order the length, height and width of two or more objects by placing them next to
each other. Use language to describe and sort, longer, shorter, taller, wider. (Worksheet A)

 Symmetry
o See the symmetry in self.
Middle line crossing:

 Let the leaner stand in front of you and give simple instructions.






Put up your left hand
Put your left hand on your right knee
Put up your right hand
Put your right hand on your left knee
Cross your arms

Language:
 Emergent reading:
o ‘Read’ a story.

 Emergent writing:
o Forms letters with a variety of writing tools such as crayons, pencils and chalk (a, e, i, o, u)
(Worksheet B)

 Listening and speaking:
o Identifies parts of from the whole. For example: names parts of the body such as elbow, wrist,
knee etc.
o Asks questions and asks for explanations.

Everyday activities:
 Counting forward on hands, showing on fingers as they are counting e.g. Say one and show one finger
up say two and show two fingers (other objects can be used). Write number 1 up to 6 with the names
and the amount of dots with each number as well as pictures e.g., number 1, name one, one dot and
one ice cream. (The learner must be able to recognize all of this up to number 6)
 Counting backwards, hold five fingers up and then four and then three and then two and one (as you
take one away the learner must count backwards 5, 4, 3, 2, 1). Use the objects as mentioned on top.
 Learner should be able to name, draw and recognize basic shapes as follow: circle, square, triangle,
diamond, rectangle, oval, star
 Learner should be able to name and recognize the following colours: red, blue, yellow, green, orange,
purple, black, brown, white and pink.
 Learner should be able to write and recognize their own name and surname.

 Reading arrows. Draw arrows on a paper. Learner must then read/say the direction of the arrows from
left to right.

Life skills:
 Creating and imitating sound effects in stories, such as bees buzz, horses gallop/clip clop, trains chookchook. Use of objects or props creatively in movement, dramatic play and music. (Worksheet C)
 Concrete objects to represent other objects in dramatic play, such as a spoon as a magic wand, hat as a
steering wheel.
 Spatial awareness through movement with sound effects such as traveling in a car, airplane, train, bus,
helicopter, taxi, scooters, bicycles, etc.

What you will need:






half of a paper plate
paint in the colours: blue, green, yellow, orange and red
paint brush
cotton balls
glue

Directions:
1. First step: draw lines on your paper plate to create the outline of your rainbow.
2. Second step: paint the colo urs on the rainbow!
3. Third step: allow the rainbow time to dry, then glue the cotton balls onto it.

